Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 14

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. to teach
6. a judgment or a decision based on evidence
9. Protesters spoke in ___ to the new law.
10. We are voting to ___ a president.
15. to have or to own
16. the goal of study
17. something owned
18. I like all animals, with the ___ of bugs.
20. I made a ___ to a charity.
21. The driver was hurt in the ___.
23. the beginning of a written work
24. to discover by looking closely
25. She will run for office in the next___.
26. Medical tests aid in the ___ of disease.

Down
1. lessons
2. to crash into each other
3. to present for the first time
4. to express an objection
5. to convey information
7. If you ___, you'll miss your deadline.
8. to end
11. to talk about
12. great interest
13. a conversation on a specific topic
14. the putting off of an unpleasant task
19. to interest greatly
20. to give as a gift to a cause
22. but